“The Forest Is Playing Music” in Kecskemét

25 - 26. May 2019

Programmes:

25. May – Saturday

Opening programme of ’Week of Hungarian National Parks’

Place: Lakitelek – Tőserdő (Bank of Dead Tisza)

8.30 „Muzsikál az erdő” biketrip with Kecskemét Bicycle Club. Departure: Kecskemét, Main Square, 0 milestone. Organizer: Hárs Ferenc 70-339-70-41.

10.00 Stalls of the 10 national parks of Hungary – preserving the treasures of our nature reserves in Hungary

Local products: (ceramics, cheese, honey, wooden products, salami)

Association of Physically Disabled People from Bács-Kiskun County, exhibition and market of products made by them

Demonstration of herbs by Horváth Lászlóné (Mushroom and herb club)

10.00 kids’ programmes:

Bábika Playhouse

Environmental playhouse (sense games, giant puzzle)

Association of Large Families’craftsman programme
Horse riding, joyride on carriages

CSAK, Creative Group (Lakitelek): „green DIY”, „exhibition of weird creatures”

10.00 **Forest walking trip** for young and old. Topic: Forest symbiosis. (Departure from the information)

10.30-12.00 Magical forest insects. Led by Enyedi Róbert zoologist (Departure from the information)

10.00, 13.00, 15.00 Special canoe trip on Dead-Tisza. Led by Gilly Zsolt, biologist. Topic: Water fowls and plants (Departure from ’csónakház’)

10.30 **Exhibition** opening ceremony and announcement of the results of „Muzsikál az erdő” 2019 Kids’ Drawing Competition.

The competition is opened by Ugró Sándor, Director of Kiskunság National Park

Exhibition of 2018 „Muzsikál az erdő” Photocompetition’s best shots

11.00 **Forest concert**

Concert of Lóca Band: performing their new record

12.00 Lunch

**Bison Gastro**

13.00 **Forest walk** for young and old, Topic: natural treasures in Tőserdő and Sustainable silviculture on a nature conservation area led by Szabó Lajos (Departure from information point)

13.30 Por Band. Artistic leader: Patyi Zoltán

Unique history lesson and demonstration of musical instruments

14.15 **Ciróka Puppet theatre**: Bear Song

15.00 „Green Fish” – letting the products of „green DIY” on water

15.15 **Forest concert under the giant trees of Tőserdő**

Words of welcome

15.45 **Reményi Ede Chamber of Orchestra (Miskolc)**

Artistic leader: Kriston Tamás

17.00 Folkdance

17.30 **Fonó Band**. Artistic leader: Dr. Agócs Gergely

Navratil Andrea, singer, ambassador of Hungarian environmental protection
26 May Sunday, Place: Vackor Vár Erdei Iskola, Nyíri-erdő, Kecskemét - Hetényegyháza

10.00 market of local products (ceramics, cheese, honey, wooden handicraft, salami)

10.00 – kids’ programme

Bábika Playhouse

Horseriding, joyride on carriages

Archery

10.00 „Muzsikál az erdő” exhibition of best shots of 2018 photo competition

10.30 Batyu Theatre: „Richness of the poor man”

11.30 Forest kids’ concert Interactive programme of Csörömpölők Band

12.15 - lunch

13.00 Forest walk with folkdance surprises. Topic: Sustainable silviculture. The role of the forest when educating children Led by Madácsi Sándor and Szabó Lajos.

15.00 Forest concert (Millenniumi Hársfakör)

Words of welcome

The chamber orchestra and children’s choir of the 125 year old M. Bodon Pál Music School, Kecskemét, led by Miklósné Faragó Csilla

Cantus Nobilis Choir. Conductor: Laczkó János

16.30 Dúvő Band. Artistic leader: Hrúz Dénes

At the end of the programme clinking of wine glasses.

Information for those who come:

- There is no organized means of transport to the festival.

- Meals on Saturday and Sunday are provided on the spot.

There is no bad weather only bad clothing.

There may be a change in the programme.
We are looking forward to meeting you!

„Muzsikál az erdő”- "The Forest is Playing Music- where the forest and music interweave. High spirits, forest values, arts, friendship and physical-spiritual recreation!

Muzsikál az Erdő Foundation